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Given a finite partition {A,};, i of the set N of positive integers, van der 
Waerden’s theorem [4] says that we may choose i such that Ai contains 
arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions; the finite sum theorem [ 1 ] says that 
we may choose j such that Aj contains FS(B) for some infinite B E N (where 
FS(B) is the set of all finite sums of distinct members of B); and the finite 
product theorem (a trivial corollary of the finite sum theorem) says that we 
may choose k such that A, contains FP(C) for some infinite C E N (where 
H’(C) is the set of all finite products of distinct members of C). It is known 
[2, Theorem 2.61 that we can choose j = k. We show here that we can in fact 
choose i = j = k. 
We work with the semigroup Q3N, a), where /3N is the Stone-Tech 
compactification of N and . is the left-continuous extension of ordinary 
multiplication to PN which has N contained in (in fact equal to) the center of 
@N, .). The points of /IN are the ultrafilters on N. In order to keep this note 
short, we refer the reader to [3] for an elementary description of @N, e). 
DEFINITION. (a) r= (p E PN: for each A Ep there is some infinite 
B EN with FS(B) g A}. 
(b) J&Y = { p E PN: each A E p contains arbitrarily long arithmetic 
progressions}. 
LEMMA 1. r is a closed right ideal of @N, a). 
Proof: This is what was proved in [2, Lemma 2.51. m 
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LEMMA 2. ~‘9 is a closed left ideal of (J3N, -). 
Proof: That J./.-Y # 0 follows from van der Waerden’s theorem and 
Theorem 6.7 of [3] (with g = {A c N: A contains arbitrarily long arithmetic 
progressions}). To see that ~‘9 is closed, let p E j3wd.Y and pick A E p 
which does not contain arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions. Then A= 
{q E /?N: A E q} is a neighborhood of p which misses ~‘9’. Finally, to see 
that dY is a left ideal, let p E JY”, let q E PN, and let A E q - p. We need 
to show that A has arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions so let I E N. Let 
B = {x E N: A/x E q}. Then B Ep so pick a, d E N such that {a + td: t E 
{0, 1,2 ,..., I}} c B. Then nfcoA/(a + td) E q so pick b E nizoA/(a + td). 
Then {ba + t(bd): t E {0, 1, 2 ,..., Z} } s A as required. I 
We remark that in fact J/Y is a (Zsided) ideal of @N, a) and of coly, +). 
THEOREM. Let N = l-J:= 1 Ai (where r E N). Then there exists i E 
{ 1, 2Y.9 r} such that Ai contains arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions and 
contains FS(B) U FP(C) for some injkite B and C contained in N. 
Proof: By Lemmas 1 and 2 rnd9 is a nonempty compact left- 
topological semigroup. Hence (see, e.g., [3, Lemma 8.11) there is an idem- 
potent p in rn &‘Y. Pick i E { 1,2 ,..., r} such that Ai Ep. Since p E r, Ai 
contains FS(B) for some infinite B EN. Since p E &Y’, Ai contains 
arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions. Since p =p . p we have by [3, 
Theorem 8.61 (due to Galvin) that Ai contains FP(C) for some infinite 
CcN. u 
We remark that the conclusions of [3, Theorem 9.71 also hold for the cell 
Ai chosen above. 
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